Dear Camp International & UAS Volunteers,

We cannot let the important occasion just pass by without expressing our gratitude to you.
On behalf of our pupils of Mkamenyi Primary School, teachers and parents I wish to express our
appreciation to Camp Kenya and to the UAS students/Volunteers, teachers and their leader for
visiting our school on 13th and 14th February 2017.The visit made a huge impact in our school.

Mkamenyi Head teacher in Classroom
The renovation of the floor of the grade 6 classrooms by the UAS volunteers made the room
suitable for learning. Pupils and parents appreciate the support from the UAS and the provision
of the new classroom floor will reduce the risk of injuries to the pupils and enable them
concentrate while learning in class and potential proper.

Grade 6 Pupils learning using the refurbished floor Classroom

UAS Provision of the 200 solar lights to all our upper grade pupils had a major impact to the
academic’s performance this term. It has made learning very efficient as children now can
study and can do homework while at their homes.

Grade 8 pupil doing studies using solar lights at home
This has ensured that learning is taking place at school and at home! And teachers can cover
their syllabus in time. This has been a great opportunity for the Mkamenyi children as majority of
the pupils cannot afford to buy paraffin which cost half dollar.

Mkamenyi pupils sharing a Solar light while doing their homework

I’m Happy to say that within the one month after the distribution of the solar lights the
performance of the pupils at the school has already shown some improvement! Parents have
also expressed their gratitude through the school to Camps because their children now can
comfortable study while at home.

Parents appreciating the solar lights
The solar have also lit up their homes!

Once again thank you very much Camp Kenya for bringing the UAS Volunteers. Please extend
our appreciation to the group if you are in conduct. Inform them that they are welcome to visit
our school again.

Yours faithfully
Nicholas Mutui-Head Teacher Mkamenyi Primary School

